
 How
pitch l

If you’re in the business of blogging, 
extra bucks or receiving free products.  
fairly easy to do. Here are 6 important points to include in your pitch letter to 
companies. 

WHO WHO WHO WHO ARE YOU?ARE YOU?ARE YOU?ARE YOU?        Briefly state who you are, your blog name 
describe your blog.  It’s smart to
you’re soliciting.  For example, 
mention your long time love 

SHORT & SWEETSHORT & SWEETSHORT & SWEETSHORT & SWEET....        Imagine the
receive about free product.  Make sure your introduction is light but 
interesting enough to grab the reader
line from a product commercial

TO THE POINTTO THE POINTTO THE POINTTO THE POINT....        Confident
relationship do you want?
Mention if you’re willing to host a giveaway

YOUR CLOUTYOUR CLOUTYOUR CLOUTYOUR CLOUT....        Not that Klout, but clout.  List any other companies 
your niche that you’ve successfully collaborated with. If you have a lot, just 
list the ones that are most recognizable
you’re soliciting.   

SHARE YOUR STATSSHARE YOUR STATSSHARE YOUR STATSSHARE YOUR STATS....        Include 
aren’t everything, so even if you feel your stats are low, make sure to share 
them, but also make sure to 
number of blog views, social followings

GRACIAS.  GRACIAS.  GRACIAS.  GRACIAS.  Last but not least, make sure to thank them and 
blog URL and name again.  Also provide a direct email address so that if 
your email gets forwarded 
rather than someone having to 
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